TRIARC Easy Pin Gas Block
Read before installation!

The TRIARC Easy Pin Gas Block's design aids it to be
quickly pinned to your barrel. The pre-cut hole means
there is no wasted time by drilling through the gas
block. This pre-cut hole is positioned low enough, so
only the necessary amount of material from your barrel
is removed to ensure a "bombproof" installation. Since
there is less material to remove, pinning the barrel is
easier to accomplish with a standard hand drill or drill
press. We always recommend that a competent gunsmith do the installation. However, because of the gas
block's design, it is much easier for the home builder to
accomplish the pinning of the gas block without catastrophic damage to the barrel or gas block.
When it comes to fine-tuning your system, gas efficiency is one of the most critical variables, and the TRIARC
gas block helps eliminate any gas loss from barrel to
BCG. The TRIARC Easy Pin gas block features exacting
tolerances in the journal and the gas tube mounting
hole. These features make it efficient by giving as little
room for gas to escape as possible.
Installation Notes:

TRIARC Easy Pin Gas Block features:
Black Nitride Finish
4140 Steel Construction
Low Profile to Fit Inside All Handguards
.750” Internal Diameter
Pre-Cut for Easy Pinning
Gas Efficiency Through Exacting Tolerances
Comes with:
Gas Block
2- Knurled Set Screws
1- 5/64 Stainless Coiled Roll Pin
1- 1/8 Stainless Coiled Roll Pin
Tools Needed:
Drill Press or Hand Drill
1/8” drill bit
Roll pin punch
Hammer

Featured in the TRIARC Easy Pin Gas Block are two
counterbored holes to assist in the proper alignment
of the pins and drilling of your barrel. The first of these
holes is for installing the gas tube roll pin, and the
second is for pinning the gas block to the barrel. Since
both holes are counterbored, it is imperative to remember the installation of the roll pins and the drilling must
be made from right to left. In order to correctly install
and drill it, the front of the gas block (face with TRIARC
logo) is positioned on your right side, and the rear of
the gas block (face with gas tube hole) is on your left
side. When oriented this way, the right side of the gas
block (from where proper installation of pins is to take
place) will be faced up.
***See diagram***
RIGHT SIDE OF GAS BLOCK

FRONT FACE OF GAS BLOCK

INSTALLATION OF PINS AND
DRILLING OF BARREL TO BE
DONE FROM THIS SIDE.

***Drill bit size for pinning is 1/8" ***
For a detailed installation video, please use the QR code below
or visit our YouTube channel.

Thank you for your purchase, and keep
pushing forward!
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